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     ABSTRACT 

 

 

 
 

A logistics SCM (Supply Chain Management) application which will help the admins/end-

users to keep track of their logistics (letters/couriers/parcels etc.). This application will use 

live tracking system for this purpose. Along with this, the application will also help in CRM 

(Customer Relationship Management) of the logistics company. 

 

 It is just a basic application having 3 kinds of users – customers, managers and 

admins. 

 

 Customers can send couriers and parcels to their recipients and track the same. They 

can register, login, logout, deactivate account etc. 

 

 Managers can edit and update the shipment status from pending to deliver or 

pending to return.  

 

 Admins can change status of different consignments and can send notifications to 

users at every step. 

 

 Live tracking has also been implemented in the application so that the end user i.e 

customer can live track its parcel’s location in between its pending delivered status. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
Nowadays, information is one of the most valuable possessions of companies, 

organizations and individuals. From the beginning of time, people try to search 

information saved on various kinds of storage. It is an online application for booking 

and tracking the parcel. It is named as Supply Chain Management and so what is 

mainly does is supplying the parcel booked by the end user and keep the track of the 

parcel booked by him/her. The users involved in the application are Customers, 

Managers and Admin. All the users have their dashboards.  

The project aims at providing a platform for the users/customers to book their 

shipment from one particular source to destination and to live track their shipment 

from the unique tracking ID that has been given to the user at the time of booking the 

shipment. It also provides the user an option to return the parcel booked if demanded. 

That also is done with the help of the tracking ID given to the user at the time of 

booking only. 

The application includes three users namely: Customers, Managers and Admin. The 

application provides the feasibility to the customers at a great extent being a user-

interactive application .The customers can easily book their parcel for shipment .They 

just have to enter the dimensions of the parcel i.e. weight, height, width and length 

and they will get the minimum amount of fare they need to pay. There is also an 

option of live tracking which is done via Google API in which user can enter his/her 

tracking ID and can get the current location of their parcel and its shown in the map 

as well. In order to return any item ordered by the customer due to dissatisfaction or 

disinterest. Customer is capable of returning that particular item back to the origin 

location with the help of return facilitated function in the application. He can also get 

the Print Invoice of the booking made by him. The managers of this application are 

capable of editing and updating any shipment if required to update any delivery status 

.Apart from these two users, there is   Admin to control all the adding and deleting of 

managers and customer.
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1.1) PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

 

 
With the increasing need and dependency on online application for various booking 

to provide more ease and feasibility to the customers we have come up with the idea 

of this particular project of online parcel booking and shipping through which 

customers can easily interact and book shipment of their parcel. This project aims at 

building an application for the customers out their looking for the parcel shipping at 

its easiest way possible. The application contains 3 users: Customers, Managers and 

Admin. Each of these users have their dashboards in which there are various options 

according to their roles. 

Each users can perform their specific tasks like customer can sign up if he is not a 

registered user and then can login and enter the dimensions of the parcel if he wishes 

to book the parcel. If the user wants to track the parcel, he can choose the option of 

live tracking and can easily track its current location. If the user wishes to return any 

item he can choose the option of the “Return” and can easily return the shipment back 

to its origin location. 

Managers can easily update the status of the shipment and Admin can add and delete 

any customer or manager if required and can make the changes in the database tables 

on any amendments. 

 

1.2) OBJECTIVE 
 

 

The main objective of this project is to build an application where customers can sign 

up and register themselves and login to choose options like booking any shipment, 

returning item, Print Invoice after booking any shipment and live tracking of the 

parcel that has been booked entering the tracking ID that has been given to the 

customers on booking.  This project is built with aim of providing the best services to 

the customers as well as the managers to interact with customers and make it feasible 

for all the users at its best 

The motive is to become completely aware and familiar with the technology used for 

the implementation of the project and make the best use of it for our project 
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completion.    Thus we aim at drawing out results which could be used in future in 

real-time projects by means of collective learning, problem solving and collaborative 

research work through proper coordination and cooperation. 

1.3) METHODOLOGY 

 

B4U Logistics is divided into three tiers. Each tier has some functional responsibility which 

adds to the feature of the project. Also, project division into tiers make our project 

modularized and easy for maintenance. The different tiers are-  

 

1. Presentation Tier – This tier consist of the view which is shown to user who is 

using it. The tier is made in such a way that a person who is using it fined its user 

friendly and easy to use. The technologies used in this tier are different front end 

languages like HTML5, CSS3 and Bootstrap. Also, some client side validations 

are done which are coded in JavaScript and use of some controllers in angular-JS 

which promotes our data to feed to databases through various methods like 

GET,POST and delete(if required). 

 

2. Business Tier – This tier deals with different business logics which are required to 

be done for the fulfillment of project. Also the project includes various service 

classes to pass the data to the other tier which interacts with the databases. It also 

include various validation classes and different methods like sorting etc. if 

required. 

 

3. Persistence tier – The main job of this this tier is to interact with databases. The 

tier is responsible for inserting the data, updating of data and deletion of data or 

fetching of data from the databases. It uses entity classes to interact with 

databases. Here various technologies like Hibernate, HQL and criteria API are 

used.  

 

Application Design:  

         We then had to create a web based user interface for the parcel shipping 

application.    The application enables the user to be able to perform all the 

booking and receiving functionalities and understand the concepts and purpose 

of the application by going through the user requirements and courier parcel 

booking management desk. 

 Integration and Unit Tested Modules:  

         In this step we add the various booking features in our application to ensure user 

authentication and use of different functionalities on the server.  
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Deployment on web:  

       Deployment is awaited until the application is approved by the admins. 

1.4) LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 

      Our project depends on different languages- 

 

1. Java: Java is a simple, object-oriented programming language developed to serve 

various business domains like banking, insurance, education, entertainment etc. 

Features of Java includes-Object Oriented, Robust, simple, Multi-threaded, Secure 

and platform independent. If a program written on a particular platform can run on 

other platforms without any recompilation, it is known as platform 

independence. Since Java is platform independent, it is not a problem. A 

program written using Java on Windows will execute without any 

recompilation on any other platform. 

 

2. Hibernate: With the help of hibernate, a Java application can store, retrieve or 

process the data in or from a file system and database. Hibernate is an open source 

ORM implementation for Java developers which follows JPA standards. 

 

 

 

  Advantages of Hibernate- 

1. Hibernate supports Inheritance, Associations, Collections. 

2. Hibernate supports relationships like One-To-Many, One-To-One, Many-To-Many-

to-Many, Many-To-One. 

3. Hibernate has capability to generate primary keys automatically while we are storing 

the records into database 

4. Hibernate has its own query language, i.e. hibernate query language which is 

database independent 

5. Hibernate supports annotations, apart from XML 

6. Hibernate supports caching mechanism by this, the number of round trips between an 

application and the database will be reduced, by using this caching technique an 

application performance will be increased automatically. 
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3. Bootstrap: It contains various classes that help in designing responsive webpages. 

It has many classes required for adding styles to text and UI components. The 

major advantage of Bootstrap over CSS is that in CSS the degree of compatibility 

varies with various browsers. Bootstrap is a complete CSS 

framework offering Grid system and configurations, Typography classes and UI 

components like forms and tables. It is a widely used framework in the 

development of responsive website. 

 

4. Angular -JS: commonly referred to as "Angular.js" or "Angular JS 1.X" is a 

JavaScript-based open-source front-end web application framework mainly 

maintained by Google and by a community of individuals and corporations to 

address many of the challenges encountered in developing single-page applications. 

The JavaScript components complement Apache Cordova, the framework used for 

developing cross-platform mobile apps. It aims to simplify both the development 

and the testing of such applications by providing a framework for client-

side model–view–controller (MVC) and model–view–view model (MVVM) 

architectures, along with components commonly used in rich Internet applications. 

The Angular JS framework works by first reading the HTML page, which has 

embedded into it additional custom tag attributes. Angular interprets those 

attributes as directives to bind input or output parts of the page to a model that is 

represented by standard JavaScript variables. The values of those JavaScript 

variables can be manually set within the code, or retrieved from static or 

dynamic JSON resources.  
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
 

 
 

The primary priorities of this design are, in order of importance: 

 

1) Functionality 

 
2) Reliability 

 
3) Maintainability 

 
4) Security and Privacy 

 
5) Scalability 

 
6) Interfaces 

 

2.1) FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS 

 

1. There will be a common login portal for user, managers and admin so that he/she   

can login to the respective account. 

 

2. There will be a logout mechanism so that admin/manager/user can logout. 

 

          3. There will be a registration page so that user can register. 

 

4. There will be the option of deleting any user’s booking of parcel so that Admin 

can approve whether shipment has to be done or not. 

 

5. Admin can delete any user/manager so that a redundant or unnecessary parcel 

booking can be removed. 

 

6. Customer will be able to register for any parcel booking after the Admin's 

approval. 

 

7. User can login and give the requirements of the measurement of the parcel to be 

booked and can know the total amount of the shipment 

 

8. User can return the parcel if required by choosing the “Return” option in the 

customer’s dashboard 

 

9. User can live track his/her parcel’s current location by choosing “Live 

Tracking” option from the customer’s dashboard. 
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10. User can also get the print invoice after booking the parcel to be booked by 

choosing “Print Invoice” option from customer’s dashboard. 

 

11. Managers have an option to edit and update the shipment status according to its 

location. 
 

 

 

2.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 

ENVIRONMENT VS-2015, SQL Server 2012 or above. 

Language and Web Technology JavaScript 

 

 

 

     2.3 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 

OP  OPERATING SYSTEM Windows 7 or above 

R     RAM 4GB RAM 

H     HARD DISK 80 GB Hard disk 

 

2.4 SYSTEM DESIGN: 
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Our system have 3 user roles – Admin, Customer and Manager having their particular 

functionality to perform. Admin have functionality to delete customer and manager. 

Customer can book a logistic service by logging in and providing the necessary details 

regarding   product and source and destination and will be given unique tracking Id for 

future use. 

Customer can return shipment if they want to. 

Customer can also print the invoice of bill for a particular period of time 

Manager can update the shipment provided by user, their status and current location can 

only be updated by managers. 

Manager and Customer can track the shipment by providing the unique tracking Id given 

at the time of booking. 

 

Database Schema  

 

User_details stores the information and user credentials that   is used by customer and 

manager to login in system. 

Tracking stores the location, status and various details regarding shipment. 

Product table stores the product specification of shipment that is required to be shipped. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 
3.1 TESTING ANALYSIS 

 

Testing is the stage of implementation that is aimed at ensuring that the system works 

accurately and efficiently before the live operation commences. Testing is vital to the 

success of the system. System testing makes the logical assumption that if all the parts of 

the system are correct, then the goal will be successfully achieved. A series of testing are 

done for the proposed system before the system is ready for the user acceptance testing. 

 

FOR LOGIN PAGE: 

 

1. To check whether username and password fields are rendered. 

 

2. To check whether the page redirects to the admin page when logging in as an 

admin. 

 

3. To check whether the page redirects to the candidate page when logging in as a 

manager. 

 

4. To check whether the page redirects to the user page when logging in as user. 

 

5. To check whether error message "Wrong username or password" is displayed in 

red color while logging in with wrong credentials. 

 

6. To check whether tracking ID is valid or not and whether on entering invalid 

tracking ID it shows an error message.  

 

7. To check whether an authenticated user is logging in. 

 

8. To check whether user is able to access all the functionalities of the respective 

dashboards. 

 

9. To check whether Admin is able to log in and the page is redirecting to the 

Admin’s dashboard.  

 

 

FOR SIGN UP OF THE USER: 

 

1. To check whether signup form fields are rendered. 
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2. To check whether name field is not accepting numbers. 

 

3. To check on entering different passwords "Passwords do not match" error is 

shown. 

 

4. To check whether Email id accepted is of the form 

"characters@characters.domain". 

 

5. To check whether password field matches with confirm password field. 

 

6. To check whether all the address fields are being filled or not. 

 

FOR MANAGER’S PAGE: 

 

1. To check whether manager can login with valid email ID and password. 

 

2. To check whether on the password entered is matching with the one stored in the 

database at the time of making an account 

 

3. To check whether on entering the invalid user ID  

 

4. To check whether update and edit shipment options are working proper. 

 

5. To check whether print invoice option is working or not. 

 

6. To check whether tracking of the parcel is working or not. 

 

7. To check whether on entering the wrong or invalid tracking ID error message 

displays. 

 

FOR ADMIN’S PAGE: 

 

1. To check whether Admin can login with valid email ID and password. 

 

2. To check whether on the password entered is matching with the one stored in the 

database at the time of making an account. 

 

3. Toc check whether admin can delete any customer’s record from database on 

choosing delete customer option. 

 

4. To check whether the action performing by admin is displaying in database as 

well. 

 

5. To check whether admin can delete any managers’ record from the database on 

choosing delete manager option. 
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Login as Admin: 
 

 
 

        Screenshot: 1 

 
 

 

 

             

          Screenshot: 2 
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Tracking of Parcel on entering Tracking ID: 

 

 

 

 
   

                  Screenshot: 3 

 

Book Shipping: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Screenshot: 4
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Manager Dashboard: 

 

 

 
 

Screenshot: 5 
 

 

 

Return of shipment: 

 

 

 
 

Screenshot: 6 
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Solutions and Services Page: 
 

 

 
 

Screenshot: 7 

 

Creating a new user account: 

 

 

 
                    

Screenshot: 8 
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          CHAPTER 4 

 

ORGANIZATION OF DATABSE 
 

 

 

User Entity: 

 

Name               : user_details 

 

Synonym name              : UserEntity 

 

Description   : User_details table stores the data of the details 

about the admin, customer or manager. userId acts as the primary key of the table . 

 

Attributes/Fields  :   

 

No. Field Name Description Size Type Optional/ 

Mandatory? 

Occurs 

(Instances 

of attribute) 

Default 

values 

1 userId UserId acts 

as the 

primary key 

.The email 

id of the 

client or the 

admin is the 

userid.  

20 VARCH

AR2 

mandatory  Not Null 

2 password It is used to 

save the 

password in 

the field. 

20 VARCH

AR2 

mandatory  Not Null 

3 u_name It is used to 

store the 

name of the 

correspondi

ng usertype 

20 CHAR mandatory  Not Null 

4 u_phone It is used to 

store the 

phone 

number of 

the 

correspondi

ng usertype 

10 NUMBE

R 

mandatory  Not Null 
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5 u_email It is used to 

store the 

email of the 

correspondi

ng usertype 

30 VARCH

AR 

mandatory  Not Null 

6 u_address It is used to 

store the 

address of 

the 

correspondi

ng usertype 

70 VARCH

AR 

mandatory  Not Null 

7 usertype It is used to 

store 

whether the 

user is a 

customer, 

manager or 

administrato

r 

30 VARCH

AR 

mandatory  Not Null 

 

 

Product Entity: 

 

Name                                          : Product  

 

Synonym name             : ProductEntity 

 

Description             : It stores the information regarding the details of the 

parcel/courier. Product_Id acts as the foreign key in the table. 

 

Attributes/Fields  :  

 

No. Field Name Description Size Type Optional/ 

Mandatory? 

Occurs 

(Instances 

of 

attribute) 

Default 

values 

1 Product_id It is a unique 

user 

generated 

value that 

acts as the 

primary key 

of this table. 

50 VARCH

AR2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

2 weight It is used to 

store the 

weight of 

5 NUMBE

R 

mandatory  Not 

Null 
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the parcel 

booked 

3 height It is used to 

store the 

height of the 

parcel 

booked 

10 NUMBE

R 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

4 length It is used to 

store the 

length of the 

parcel 

booked 

10 NUMBE

R 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

5 width It is used to 

store the 

width of the 

parcel 

booked 

10 NUMBE

R 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

 

 

Track Entity: 

 

Name               : Tracking 

 

Synonym name              : TrackEntity 

 

Description   : It stores the details regarding tracking of the 

product.Product Id and User Id acts as the foreign key in the table .Tracking id acts as 

the primary key.   

 

       Attributes/Fields  :  

 

No. Field Name Description Si

ze 

Type Optional/ 

Mandatory? 

Occurs 

(Instances 

of 

attribute) 

Default 

values 

1 trackingId Tracking id is 

being auto 

generated .It acts 

as the primary 

key. 

8 VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

2 bookingDat

e 

The date on which 

the order has been 

placed. 

 DATE mandatory  Not 

Null 
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3 Product_id Product id is the 

foreign key which 

references table 

product. 

5

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

4 userId userId is the 

foreign key which 

references table 

user_details.  

2

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

5 service It stores the type 

of service chosen 

by the customer. 

2

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

6 status The status of the 

parcel is set and 

changed by the 

manager. 

1

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

7 curr_locatio

n 

It is automatically 

set as the source 

destination 

chosen. It can also 

be set by the 

manager. 

2

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

8 source It is the source 

stored from which 

the parcel has been 

dispatched. 

2

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 

9 destination It is the destination 

stored where the 

parcel has to be 

sent. 

2

0 

VARCHA

R2 

mandatory  Not 

Null 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 
It is concluded that the application works well and satisfy the users. The application is 

tested very well and errors are properly debugged. The application is simultaneously 

accessed from more than one system. The application works according to the restrictions 

provided in their respective system. Further enhancements can be made to the application 

so that the application functions appear attractive and in a more useful manner than the 

present one. 

 

Every application has its own demerits. The project has covered almost all the 

requirements. Further requirements and improvements can easily be done since the coding 

is mainly structured and modular in nature. Changing the existing modules or adding new 

modules can append improvements. Further enhancements that can be made to the 

application are – 

1. Better UI (User Interface) can be given to the program. 

 
2. Allows the users to live track their shipment’s current location. 

 

3. Provide each user who has successfully booked shipment a tracking number to 

prove that their booking was successful. 

 

4. Allows the users to return their shipment if required. 

 

5. Allows the users to get the print invoice of their booking transaction with the 

amount they have to pay. 

 

6. Reports any attempted breaches of security to the Admin. 

 

5.1) Future scope 

 

On the basis of the analysis of performance of our application we can predict that it will   

stand by all the requirements and expectations of the user. 

Considering the future use and scope of the application, we can say that it will be used 

by the customers as it is highly user-interactive and easy to operate for managers and 

Admin of any organization. It accepts almost every city to be source or destination 

hence easily accessible by the customer. 


